Celf/Arts GCSE 20/21
Students will explore the visual 'elements and principles' of Art through a variety of media tools
and techniques in mini workshop experiences.
Theme...
Update Sway– digital portfolio- write feedback, assessment, written and recorded reflections [voice
21]. Visual diary of experiences, thoughts emotions.

Sway portfolio examples

1 - [1] https://sway.office.com/e6TpKJmPQo28Vcmc?ref=email [2] https://sway.office.com/e6TpKJmPQo28Vcmc?ref=email

https://sway.office.com/e6TpKJmPQo28Vcmc?ref=Link

2 - [1] https://sway.office.com/5TjGaLA6OXCkAuGh?ref=email [2] https://sway.office.com/5TjGaLA6OXCkAuGh?ref=email

https://sway.office.com/5TjGaLA6OXCkAuGh?ref=Link

3 - [1] https://sway.office.com/7lBwFtx9HJcRcDa1?ref=email [2] https://sway.office.com/7lBwFtx9HJcRcDa1?ref=email

https://sway.office.com/7lBwFtx9HJcRcDa1?ref=Link

Task 1: Art Elements & Principles
•

In pairs list the seven Elements and Principles of Art

•

Feedback to class

•

How do you describe the elements of art?

The seven elements of art are line, shape, space, value, form, texture, and colour.
These elements are the building blocks, or ingredients,
or foundations upon which a work of art is created.
The principles of art are balance, rhythm, pattern, emphasis, contrast, unity and movement.
These principles of art and design work together to create something that is aesthetically pleasing
and optimizes the viewers experience.
The use of these principles can help determine whether the art work is successful, an d whether or
not the art work is finished.

The Formal Elements: Tone Elfennau Ffurfiol: Tôn
Task 2: What is Tone/Beth ydy Tôn?
•

Discuss with your partner

•

Feedback your thoughts to the class

4 - Mark Crilley

Discuss with a partner your thoughts on this work and feed back to the class.
Embed://<iframe src="https://aberconwymy.sharepoint.com/personal/kgriffith_aberconwy_conwy_sch_uk/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc
={5bc1f346-2337-4830-aa2b3796e74ecc1e}&amp;action=embedview&amp;wdAr=1.3333333333333333" width="350px"
height="286px" frameborder="0">This is an embedded <a target="_blank"
href="https://office.com">Microsoft Office</a> presentation, powered by <a target="_blank"
href="https://office.com/webapps">Office</a>.</iframe>

Task 3 Analytical Drawing: Observation exercises - strengthen your
creative muscle

How many Tones can you see?
Remember
Tone - Black, white, five tones, edges not outlines, fine white lines.
Task: Reflect on the work you have seen with the person next to you
Think of two Questions about the work
Direct observation: Choose a real object you would like to draw
Discuss in pairs and feedback why is this important?
What makes an object good to draw?
list three things?
'Drawing is like taking a Line for a walk' - Paul Klee[artist]
Important to vary the quality of lines in your work, making them bold heavy or light and delicate to
suggest different things.
line can be used to give the impression of different textures and tones, as well as simply showing
where the edge of objects meet space - remember objects do not have outlines in real life.
Non dominant drawing can be challenging, continuous line drawing allows you to find new lines or
forms

Non dominant Hand
Capture the essence of what you see
Don't ponder over marks you haven got time
let your hand and eye simultaneously connect with the page
Simply let your pen flow and respond to what you see before you in a spontaneous way
Do not judge your marks, remember you are looking for new marks.

Observational Drawing list of tasks
Task: Observational drawing Page list
Left and right hand drawing exercises - warm up!
Make a set of different sized and overlapping drawings.
Make sure that each drawing is overlapped by the time the page is completed.
Use a combination of pencil, biro, fine liner, ink and wash etc.
Adding colour: add 3 different colour schemes – realistic, synthetic, and harmonious.
Drawings:

1. 5 minute continuous line drawing (RH)
2. 5 minute continuous line drawing (LH)
3. 2 minute continuous line drawing (RH)
4. 2 minute continuous line drawing (LH)
5. 75 straight lines
6. 50 straight lines
7. 25 straight lines
8. 15 straight lines
9. 7 straight lines
10. Detailed, analytical fully shaded tonal drawing (½ finished)
Any spaces must be filled with extra drawings (see list above) until the page is full.

5 - 5 minute continuous line drawing (RH)

6 - 5 minute continuous line drawing (LH)

7 - 2 minute continuous line drawing (RH)

8 - 2 minute continuous line drawing (LH)

Task 4 Drawing: Experimental media

Mix your 3 tones of coffee - Dark, mid and light tones.

Task: Drawing - Mixed Media Collage
Arrange your object/objects
Prepare a collaged backgrounds
Draw on top with Tea or coffee
Create different tones using different strengths of Tea or coffee.

Task:
Once dry, you can work into your piece again with biro and a correction fluid pen.
Have more than one piece on the go, so that when one is drying you can work on another, adding
darker layers and detail with coffee/biro and highlights with correction fluid.
Task: Backgrounds
Prepare your self some ready made backgrounds to draw on - spray, splat and drip- dry with a
hairdryer.
Have several on the go at once so you can work on different backgrounds
Collect your object(s) and drawing equipment

Task: Your turn - Draw!
Analyse your object through drawing with different materials - remember to overlap and layer your
drawings.
Follow the Drawing List!

In the gallery...?

